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Abstract: Worldwide, there are rising trends in overweight and obesity. Therefore, novel digital
tools are discussed to improve health-related behaviors. The use of smartphone applications (apps)
and wearables (e.g., activity trackers) for self-monitoring of diet and physical activity might have
an impact on body weight. By now, the scientific evaluation of apps and wearables for weight
management is limited. Although some intervention studies have already investigated the efficacy
of aforementioned digital tools on weight management, there are no clear recommendations for its
clinical and therapeutic use. Besides the lack in long-term randomized controlled trials, there are also
concerns regarding the scientific quality of apps and wearables (e.g., no standards for development
and evaluation). Therefore, the objective of present work is: (1) To address challenges and concerns
regarding the current digital health market and (2) to provide a selective overview about intervention
studies using apps and activity trackers for weight-related outcomes. Based on cited literature, the
efficacy of apps and wearables on weight management is assessed. Finally, it is intended to derive
potential recommendations for practical guidance.
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1. Overweight and Obesity

The rising trends of overweight and obesity worldwide [1] are major public health concerns [2].
Since the 1970s, worldwide obesity increased almost threefold [3]. In 2016, nearly 2 billion adults were
overweight, and around one-third of people were obese [3]. Besides an increase in energy-dense and
nutrient-poor nutrition [1], there is also a decline in physical activity [4]. Both lifestyle factors are
considered to be leading causes for the high prevalence of overweight and obesity [5]. Overweight and
obesity increase the risk for co-morbidities (non-communicable diseases (NCDs)), such as cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, musculoskeletal disorders, and certain types of cancer [3]. Scientific research in
the field of weight reduction often addresses individual responsibility, e.g., by improving diet and
physical activity through the application of behavior change techniques. For instance, self-monitoring
of diet and physical activity provides an effective behavior change technique for weight management.
It was already shown that dietary self-monitoring is related to weight loss [6]. Figure 1 gives a general
overview about the use of novel information and communication technologies (ICTs) for lifestyle
monitoring and weight management.

As traditional weight loss approaches may lack efficacy, including low compliance as well as high
time and cost efforts, digitally delivered or supported lifestyle interventions are in the spotlight of
current research [4,7].
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2. Digital and Mobile (m) Health—Definition

By now, there is no harmonized definition for terms like “digital health” or “mobile (m) Health” [8–10],
thus leading to multiple operational definitions [9]. For instance, a systematic review on published
definitions of electronic (e) Health showed that there are 51 unique definitions of eHealth [11].
According to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) digital health includes “categories such
as mHealth, health information technology (IT), wearable devices, telehealth and telemedicine, and
personalized medicine” [12]. Moreover, the Global Observatory for eHealth (GOe) by the World Health
Organization (WHO) defines mHealth as “medical and public health practice supported by mobile
devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and
other wireless devices” [10]. Throughout this article, the focus is on the following categories: “mobile
health applications (apps)” and “wearables”, specifically “activity trackers”.

3. Digital and Mobile (m) Health—Quality Assessment

Besides the absence of a standard definition of the aforementioned terms, there are further
limitations and challenges that need to be addressed. For instance, there are no standards available
for the development, evaluation, and certification of apps and digital devices. At the development
stage, specialist expertise and information references are often absent or deficient [13–16], resulting
in non-reliable and non-transparent contents [13,17–20]. However, this insufficiency also applies for
data privacy statements and scientific evidence [14,16,20]. An evaluation of selected nutrition apps
revealed that single nutrition values deviated by as much as 50% from nutrition values provided by
the German Food Database [20].

In this context, it has to be emphasized that the following legal limitations do not refer to medical
devices, for which distinct regulations apply (e.g., FDA). In Germany, for instance, medical devices are
subject to the German Law of Medical Devices (Medizinproduktegesetz, MPG) and its corresponding
regulations. Moreover, medical devices and medical apps need to be certified by the Federal Institute
for Drugs and Medical Devices (Bundesinstitut für Arzneimittel und Medizinprodukte, BfArM).
Therefore, the guidance on “Medical Apps”, enacted by the BfArM, is intended to support developers
regarding the differentiation between medical devices and wellness applications (health and fitness
apps) [21].
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3.1. Development, Evaluation, and Certification

In 2014, the European Commission published a “Green Paper on mHealth”, which addresses
limitations of mHealth, e.g., data protection and security, transparency of information, scientific
research, and considers its potential for the healthcare system and the mHealth market as well [22,23].
In addition, the European Commission is working on a “privacy code of conduct for mHealth apps”,
including “practical guidance for app developers on data protection principles while developing
mHealth apps”. Besides that, the WHO developed guidelines for the reporting of health interventions
using mobile phones, the so-called “mHealth evidence reporting and assessment (mERA) checklist”,
considering 16 core items, such as “data security” and “compliance with national guidelines” [24].
Moreover, the mHealth app guideline “Xcertia” was elaborated by a US healthcare collaborative
and aims to ensure safe and effective health apps. The guideline covers the following app-related
topics: operability, privacy, security, content, and usability [25]. Additionally, there are also validated
questionnaires available for the quality assessment of health (mobile rating app scale, MARS) [26] and
nutrition apps (app quality evaluation, AQEL) [27].

By now, several German scientific institutions and organizations have established quality seals,
regulatory marks, orientation aids, guidelines, and recommendations for the attentive handling of
apps [28–37]. For example, the information and evaluation platform “HealthOn” (www.healthon.de)
evaluates and approves health apps by the “HealthOn code of honour”, a trust mark and quality
seal [30,38]. The code relates to the reliability in-app health-related information and services and
covers following criteria: (1) Authorship and medical accuracy, (2) actuality and relevance of the
sources used, (3) advice “physician consultation”, (4) product and advertising freedom, (5) sources
of finance, (6) data and consumer protection, and (7) voluntary self-control [30]. Although there are
legal frameworks for the harmonization of European data protection, there are still insufficiencies
regarding the implementation and modernization of the national data privacy law in the German
health sector [39]. To get an overview about quality seals, regulatory marks, and orientation aids,
Albrecht et al. investigated the metadata (store descriptions) of “medicine” and “health and fitness”
apps available at Apple’s German App Store [29]. It was shown that only a few manufacturers
referenced seals, primarily CE marks, demonstrating that there is no relevance of quality seals for app
providers. Finally, the authors concluded that a “possibly legally obligatory, standardized reporting
system should be implemented” [29].

3.2. Data Privacy, Data Reliability, and Expert Involvement

One of the most commonly addressed concerns are the acquisition, management, transmission,
storage, protection, and privacy of collected data [28,39,40]. Although there are international legal
frameworks aiming to ensure transparency and security of mHealth devices, app developers often
neglect legal specifications, leading to persisting and reasonable concerns regarding privacy and
data protection [40]. For instance, the recently enacted EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) represents a “comprehensive legal framework” and “harmonizing bracket” regarding “consent,
purpose binding and data transfer, rights of the data subject, technical and organizational measures,
and procedural arrangements” [39]. However, at present there are no holistic, mandatory regulations
for the development and release of apps. Literature indicates that, with regard to nutrition apps,
imprint information in app stores and corresponding homepages are often missing [20]. Braz et al.
evaluated 16 free available nutrition apps and verified the quality and reliability of nutritional
information related to values of macronutrients, micronutrients, and energy [13]. It was concluded
that investigated apps lack reliable sources of information and therefore are not recommended for
nutritional guidance [13]. Moreover, data security statements and privacy policies of health apps are
often deficient, non-transparent, incomprehensible, or even missing [41,42], especially with regard to
apps or wearables collecting data about weight and physical activity [40,43]. According to a systematic
content analysis, every third app did not provide a privacy policy [41]. Although app stores require a
description covering several topics like imprint, responsibilities, and data privacy statement, there
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is no autonomous agency verifying the supply at its market. Therefore, the need of a standardized
quality seal or system is growing, both to ensure comparability between apps and to provide security
and reliability for users [40].

Besides the aforementioned deficiencies regarding data, there are also limitations with respect to
expert involvement. A systematic review on medical apps for mobile phones revealed that there is a
lack of expert involvement combined with a deficient adherence to medical evidence [44]. This also
applies for apps used for overweight and obesity treatment. A study on the current weight management
app market showed that apps lack in professional content expertise as well as in evidence-based
online approaches [45]. In accordance, a scoping review on commercial mobile apps for weight
management investigated the scientific quality of apps. It revealed that only 1% of nearly 400 included
apps provided scientific evaluation and less than 0.5% indicated a health care expert involvement [46].
Moreover, a content analysis of more than 50 commercially available paediatric weight loss apps
revealed that more than 60% of the evaluated apps lack expert recommendations [16]. This affects not
only the app content itself, but also data privacy, as developers should ensure sufficient data protection.
Data protection and data integrity require sufficient technical and data protection law expertise [47].
This leads to the demand for a high-quality, evidence-based app development process considered
as a collaborative process between developers, researchers, clinicians, and users [46]. Moreover, the
involvement of experts at an early stage of the development process is recommended and required [44].
Aforementioned concerns apply not only to apps, but also to wearables, especially with regard to data
management (reliability, safety, and security) [48].

4. Digital Self-Monitoring of Diet and Physical Activity

Diet tracking can be performed through apps on smartphones and watches, containing nutritional
assessment methods like diet records, recalls, and food frequency questionnaires [49]. Furthermore,
apps represent a time- and cost-effective method for the collection of health-related data with the
potential of a broad dissemination and scalability [50–52]. In Germany, around every third person
has a health app installed on the smartphone [53]. According to a population-based survey among
more than 4.000 German adults, more than 60% of participants use smartphones. Of those, 20% use
health apps, primarily focusing on smoking cessation, healthy diet, and weight loss [54]. Besides
the use of apps for dietary self-monitoring and -management, there is also a recent proliferation of
the “quantified self” movement with regard to wearable technologies. Ancillary devices like smart
watches and fitness trackers can be connected to, e.g., smartphones for monitoring life attributes like
diet, physical activity, and sleep and finally providing real-time feedback to the user [9]. Nowadays,
wearable devices enable the tracking of numerous variables, e.g., blood pressure, blood glucose, and
heart rate [9] by the application of novel technologies, like the non-invasive glucose monitoring by
smart watches [55], smart patches [56], and smart clothes [57].

Figure 2 provides an overview of selected smart technologies currently used for lifestyle monitoring.
For instance, physical activity is mainly monitored by either wearable sensors (accelerometers) as
wrist-worn bands, or apps for smartwatches or smartphones assessing GPS (global positioning system)
data [58]. In the following, the focus is on apps and wearable technologies (activity trackers) for the
purpose of weight management.
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5. Smartphone Applications (Apps) and Wearable Devices (Activity Tracker) for Weight
Management

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have investigated and proven the effectiveness of mobile
phone and app-based interventions on weight-related outcomes [59–65]. Current evidence for
the long-term effectivity of apps and activity trackers on weight management is limited due to
inconsistent findings and a low methodological quality within studies [66]. A selection of studies,
which investigated the long-term effects (>6 months) of apps and wearables on weight change are
addressed in the following.

Some studies compare in-person contact (e.g., phone calls, group sessions) against technology
(app), combine both, or examine different modes of dietary self-monitoring with regard to weight
change. One long-term randomized controlled trial (RCT) is the “Cell Phone Intervention for You
(CITY)” study in which Svetkey et al. (2015) investigated two behavioral weight loss interventions
among 365 young adults with overweight and obesity. The “cell phone” (CP) group was provided with
a smartphone app which included a variety of behavioral change techniques, e.g., self-monitoring (diet,
physical activity, and weight) and in-app prompting. The “personal coaching” (PC) group attended
group sessions and received phone calls from coaches in addition to app-assisted self-tracking of weight,
diet, and physical activity, but no in-app prompting [51,67]. Results revealed that CP participants
had no weight loss advantages compared to controls at any time point (6, 12, and 24 months), while
weight loss after 6 months was significantly higher (1.92 kg; CI 3.17, 0.67; p = 0.003) in the PC group
than in the control group. Differences in mean weight loss at 24 months were not significant between
intervention groups [51]. Besides that, a further publication about the CITY study from 2018 revealed
that there was an association between engagement and weight loss during the first 6 intervention
months [67]. Compared to PC participants, engagement and self-monitoring of weight were higher in
CP participants. In general, engagement was the highest within the first months with a decreasing
trend until the study end [67]. Besides the aforementioned interventions combining both digital
and personal weight loss approaches, there are also studies focusing on each as a single approach.
An 18 month RCT among 276 adults with overweight and obesity compared two behavioral weight loss
approaches (group sessions, smartphone app) with controls [68]. While the more intense group-based
intervention consisted of regular meetings declining in frequency over the study period, the app-based
intervention included online lessons. Both groups performed self-monitoring of diet and received
feedback, either paper-based or digital. Estimated mean weight change was similar in the intervention
(5.9 kg; 95% CI 4.5, 7.4 vs. 5.5 kg; 95% CI 3.9, 7.1) and the control group (6.4 kg; 95% CI 3.7, 9.2) after
18 months. Thus, authors concluded that an app-based behavioral weight loss treatment can be as
effective as a face-to-face group-based approach [68].
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Two different mobile dietary self-monitoring tools (smartphone app, bite counter device) for
weight loss were compared within the Dietary Intervention to Enhance Tracking with Mobile Devices
(DIET Mobile) study among 81 overweight adults [69]. Besides the different tracking tools, both groups
were provided with the same behavioral weight loss information delivered by podcasts. After 6 months,
both intervention groups showed weight loss, with the app group participants loosing significantly
more weight (−6.8 ± 0.8 kg; p < 0.001) than participants wearing the bite counter device (−3.0 ±
0.8 kg). There were no between-group differences regarding the frequency of dietary self-monitoring.
Moreover, total weight loss was significantly correlated with frequency of information acquisition
(podcasts) and self-monitoring (diet) [69]. Adherence and engagement to self-monitoring often appears
in the early stage of interventions and declines continuously over time [67,70,71]. Different types of
self-monitoring were evaluated by another intervention study among 128 participants with overweight.
It was shown that weight loss was associated with the type of self-monitoring of diet (app, paper diary,
and website) [52]. After six months, there was weight loss in all three groups, with the app being most
effective (−4.6 kg; 95% CI −6.2, −3.0), followed by paper diary (−2.9 kg; 95% CI −4.7, −1.1) and the
website group (−1.3 kg, 95% CI −2.7, 0.1). Study retention and self-monitoring adherence was highest
for participants recording diet by using the smartphone app [52]. Furthermore, it has been shown that
the daily frequency of dietary self-monitoring (log-in data website) is related to weight loss. However,
daily duration of dietary self-monitoring is not associated with weight loss [6]. Outcomes need to be
interpreted with caution, as there was no control group considered and results are based on log-in
data only.

A recent meta-analysis revealed that, compared with control conditions, physical activity apps
can increase daily steps, with a mean non-significant between-group difference of 476.75 steps per
day (95% CI −229.57, 1183.07; p = 0.19) [72]. There is also evidence regarding the positive effects of
wearables on physical activity and weight. A meta-analysis of nine RCTs and prospective cohort
studies without dietary interventions showed that interventions with a pedometer increase steps and
promote weight loss as well [73]. Compared to baseline, the mean weight change was −1.27 kg (CI 95%;
−1.85, −0.70 kg). The average weight loss per week was 0.05 kg, with greater weight loss at longer
intervention periods [73]. Evidence for the effectiveness of pedometers could also be demonstrated by
a former systematic review, revealing that their application is associated with significant improvements
of physical activity, body mass index (BMI), and blood pressure [74]. According to the included RCTs,
it was shown that pedometer usage significantly increased daily physical activity by nearly 2500 steps
more than under the control condition (95% CI; 1.098–3.885 steps/day; p < 0.001). This also applied for
observational studies. In total and compared to baseline, the application of pedometers resulted in a
more than 25% increase in physical activity. Moreover, BMI was significantly improved by a mean
change of 0.38 (95% CI; 0.05, 0.72; p = 0.03) among pedometer users from pre- to post intervention.
As the mean intervention duration was rather short (18 weeks), no long-term conclusions can be
drawn [74]. Another systematic review by Lewis et al. showed preliminary evidence for wearables
(activity tracker) and demonstrated that their application can lead to significant improvements of
physical activity and weight from pre- to post intervention. Quality assessment revealed that most
studies were of medium quality, concluding that there is need for more high-quality RCTs [75].
Furthermore, a systematic review by Goode et al. showed that wearable motion sensing technologies
(accelerometers) had significant effects on improvements of both physical activity and weight loss.
As effects were small and studies had only small sample sizes with moderate to high heterogeneity,
results have to be interpreted cautiously with respect to clinical relevance [76].

Finkelstein et al. investigated the effectiveness of activity trackers combined with incentives among
a subset of 800 employees in four intervention groups, activity tracker as a stand-alone intervention,
activity tracker combined with cash incentive, activity tracker combined with charity incentive, and
control [77]. Compared to controls, increase in Moderate-to-Vigorous Physical Activity (MVPA) was
significantly greater in the tracker groups combined with cash or charity after the 6 month intervention.
There was no significant difference in MVPA increase between the stand-alone activity tracker group
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and the control group. The 12 month post intervention follow-up revealed that compared with no
treatment, all intervention modes with tracker increased MVPA. Finally, no improvements on health
(weight, blood pressure, and quality of life measures) were detected at 6 or 12 months [77]. The
Innovative Approaches to Diet, Exercise and Activity (IDEA) study compared long-term effects of a
standard behavioral against a wearable-enhanced (commercially available) lifestyle intervention on
weight loss among 471 adults with overweight and obesity [78]. Prior to randomization, participants
were instructed to reduce caloric intake, to increase physical activity and received group counselling
sessions for 6 months. At 6 months, further intervention elements (telephone counselling sessions, text
message prompts, web-based study materials) were added. Hereafter, randomization to either the
standard (web-based) or the wearable enhanced intervention group (wearable plus web interface) was
performed in order to self-monitor diet and physical activity for another 18 months. After 24 months
and compared to baseline, there was a significant weight change difference between both intervention
groups by 2.4 kg (95% CI 1.0, 3.7; p = 0.002), with higher weight loss in the standard intervention
group [78].

6. Summary and Outlook

Digital health applications and devices have become increasingly popular among the population.
At the same time, the market for apps and wearables is growing rapidly with almost no external
(e.g., federal) regulations. Several reports investigated the current market supply and found out that the
main concerns relate to data safety, privacy, and transparency. In addition, the development of apps and
wearables is often non-evidence based and without any expert involvement. Although there are several
approaches for a harmonized evaluation of apps, there are no standardized criteria available by now.
Besides that, studies evaluating the efficacy of digital tools regarding health-related outcomes have
proliferated. According to the studies discussed in this article, interventions with apps and wearables
are mainly not superior to non-digital treatments with regard to weight loss. Nevertheless, some
studies addressed herein showed that the use of apps and wearables for self-monitoring of diet and
physical activity promotes weight loss among adults, especially in combination with personal contact.

It has to be mentioned that weight outcomes within digitally (enhanced) interventions should be
interpreted cautiously as weight is often assessed by self-report. This also applies for the assessment
of diet and physical activity, which is usually self-reported, too. In accordance with non-digital
interventions, digitally (enhanced) interventions are also affected by high attrition rates. Therefore, it is
often impossible to evaluate their real impact as participants‘ compliance often decreases within the
study progress [43]. Therefore, several approaches for the enhancement of self-monitoring adherence
were examined [67,77,79,80]. For instance, Finkelstein et al. demonstrated that adherence to activity
tracking benefits from the supportive application of incentives [77]. Besides that, there is evidence
for the efficacy of technology-based reminders or prompts for engagement with digital intervention,
which should be considered as well [79].

Most guidelines for the treatment of overweight and obesity do not refer to digital technology
(internet, telephone, apps) as potential supportive treatment approaches. This might be due to the
fact that the results of most RCTs on digital devices for weight loss have been published after the
publication of the guidelines. The German “Interdisciplinary Guideline of Quality S3 for the Prevention
and Treatment of Obesity” carefully considers apps as a synergistic and supportive tool for on-site
programs [81]. Although digital tools have several benefits (e.g., availability, flexibility, and cost and
time-effectiveness) compared to conventional face-to-face interventions, the German guideline claims
that professional weight reduction programs without digital involvement are more successful with
respect to therapeutic outcomes. As physicians claim that time pressure and costs are significant
barriers within consultations [82], a digitally (supported) intervention might reduce the workload in the
everyday practice life. According to the described studies, there is no clinical evidence to recommend
apps as a standalone program for long-term weight loss purposes. As present work is intended to
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provide insights from different perspectives into the scientific research of apps and wearables for
weight management, no systematic literature search or meta-analysis was conducted.

Finally, it is indispensable to conduct large intervention studies in order to generate valid
recommendations for the use of apps and electronic devices for weight management. More research
is needed to evaluate digital approaches of delivering lifestyle interventions for weight loss and
weight maintenance. Aforementioned topics are addressed within the enable Nutrition Cluster
(www.enable-cluster.de), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
The aim of the corresponding lifestyle intervention (LION) study is to compare two dietary
recommendations (low carbohydrate diet, low fat diet) and two different tools (app, newsletter)
for weight loss maintenance.
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